
Olivier Boulin is a micro-négociant par excellence.

A native of the Jura, Olivier was immersed in wine from a young age,
and whilst completing his studies in philosophy he began working
alongside talented vignerons all over France and cites time spent with the
legendary Antony Tortul of La Sorga and Emmanuel Lançon of Domaine
des Murmures as major influences on his work.

Olivier began making wine in the cellar underneath his family home in
the village of Champvans in 2015. Each year he seeks out healthy grapes
grown on old vines in great terroirs. He has a knack for finding special
vineyards, whether it be abandoned plots in storied crus, a couple of rows
in prime real estate in Pupillin, or an unfamiliar grape grown in a
famous Burgundian village. He harvests the grapes with friends and in
the cellar he works his magic.
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Olivier makes wines in a decidedly old fashioned way. He favours long,
slow and gentle presses of whole bunches over several days, the use of
gravity and a proper élevage in old casks. To taste Olivier’s wines is to
experience familiar grapes and places anew. They display a wonderful
purity of fruit, great texture and heady perfumes. Utterly unique, they
offer a glimpse into the mind of an extremely talented young winemaker.



This highly original Pinot Noir from comes from a fifty year old plot
planted over Kimmerdgian limestone in the village of Loches-sur-Ource
in the Aube. After a fortnight of maceration as whole bunches, this was
pressed to large casks for a year of ageing. Tightly wound and almost
featherweight on the palate, its delicate frame carries complex notes of
red berries, earth and chalk. Delicious now, it will evolve beautifully over
the coming years.
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